Featuring our custom made Atlas action
made in Ohio with all American metal!
Every part of this rifle is made in America! We use only the best stocks from Bell and Carlson, Stolle Atlas Actions, triggers from Rifle Basix,
and barrels from Krieger Barrels, Inc.
The action is a semi-clone of the Remington 700. It features a side bolt release, trigger hanger and level mounting surfaces. The action is
made of 416RS and the bolt body is made of 4140 alloy steel. The action is machined to extreme tolerances that only parts manufactured
in house can produce. We make our own bolts, mounts, and all parts of the action. The action also features a mechanical plunger style
ejector called the “TG” ejector. This ejector will never fail like a spring style ejector. It does not use a spring allowing you to check headspace
and seating depth with the ejector installed.
The stock features an all aluminum bedding block with a custom bedding job for
accuracy. The stock has an excellent cheek weld for all types of hunting and
shooting. We also added a Remington BDL floorplate for easy unloading
and convenience.
Tying together this excellent piece of American craft rifles is a Krieger barrel
and a hand cut chamber made to competition
standards. The rifle also features a recessed flat target
crown for absolute precision. With only competition
accuracy components put into this rifle, you can be
sure that there is nothing lacking in design and function.
Rifle Weight without scope - 8lbs. 8oz. • Trigger Pull Weight - 2 lbs.
Overall Length- 44.5 inches • Colors Available- Black, Black/Gray
Spiderweb, Gray/Black Spiderweb, Tan/Black Spiderweb, Olive/Black
Spiderweb • Calibers Available- .223 Remington, .308 Winchester, .22-.250
Remington, .300 WSM, 7mm WSM
Long Action Series coming in Fall of 2012. Caliber Selection will be .280 Remington,
.300 Winchester Magnum, .30-.06 Springfield, 6.5x284 Norma, 7mm Remington Magnum.

